
Datasheet

HP 15.6 Odyssey Sport Backpack - Facets
White
Sporty, urban, versatile

The HP 15.6" (39.62 cm) Odyssey Backpack provides dedicated laptop and tablet storage, comfortable padding, and
endless straps and pockets—all with a unique geometric pattern.

Subtle distinctionSubtle distinction
Sporty design with faceted geometric
pattern and colorful accents—without
sacrificing storage.

Comfortably protectedComfortably protected
Robust padding inside and out with
dedicated protection for your notebook and
tablet. The air-mesh covered external
padding and air channels provide relief on
long treks.

Precisely protectedPrecisely protected
The backpack accommodates notebooks up
to 15.6" (39.62 cm) diagonal, with dedicated
pocket for a tablet or e-reader, is tested to
meet material environmental compliance,
and is backed by HP's reliable warranty.
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FeaturingFeaturing

Ready to travelReady to travel
Ease the load with contoured padded shoulder straps.

Everyday barrierEveryday barrier
Scratch and weather resistant material shields against everyday spills and bumps.

Top pocketTop pocket
Top zipper pocket provides easy access to sunglasses, ID or other accessories.

Notable designNotable design
Pristine white with light gray geometric pattern and yellow accents.

Treasured electronicsTreasured electronics
Full foam padded zipper pocket for notebooks up to 39.62cm (15.6") inches diagonal.

Internal organizationInternal organization
Store small accessories within the internal organizer pockets and handy key clip.

Hidden storageHidden storage
Store your personal items within a discrete side zipper pocket.

Accessible refreshmentAccessible refreshment
Conveniently access your beverage with the expandable side mesh pocket.

Loops galoreLoops galore
Multiple loops and straps provide quick access to essentials.

Grab and goGrab and go
Durable grab handles are located on the top and center front panel.

Premium brandingPremium branding
HP branding is subtly blended throughout the backpack design.

Robust back-paddingRobust back-padding
All day comfort with thick mesh covered back panel padding and wide air channels.
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CompatibilityCompatibility Notebooks up to 39.62 cm (15.6")

Display sizeDisplay size 39.62 cm (15.6")

Product dimensionsProduct dimensions 520 x 330 x 180 mm

WeightWeight 0.98 kg; Packed: 1 kg

WarrantyWarranty 1-year HP Commercial Guarantee

What's in the boxWhat's in the box Backpack

Country of originCountry of origin China

Product numberProduct number 5WK92AA

Ordering infoOrdering info 5WK92AA#ABB: 193424770649
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